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SAND, FLAUBERT, CUVIER: WRITING TIME AND NATURE 
Abstract 
This article reveals new connections between Sand and Flaubert by examining their shared interest in geology. Focusing on Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale (1869) and Bouvard et Pécuchet (1880), and Sand’s understudied later works, particularly Jean de la Roche (1860), the article considers these writers’ engagement with Georges Cuvier’s catastrophist model of earth history as developed in his Discours sur les révolutions de la surface du globe (1825). It argues that Sand and Flaubert’s works illustrate rich intersections with geohistory, specifically with regards to temporality and humanity’s changing relationship with the environment. Whereas Flaubert draws on Cuvierian geology to develop a fractured conception of history, Sand takes the upheavals of the earth’s past as a model for humanity’s struggle towards moral and spiritual progress. Both authors, however, also draw on the deductions of geology to question humanity’s pre-eminence, leading them to go beyond the contrasts between their philosophical and political views. Through their engagement with geology as a mysterious conceptual space, Sand and Flaubert reach towards a deeper union with the wider universe beyond the limitations and oppositions of the present. 

George Sand and Gustave Flaubert are rarely studied together, apart from their correspondence.​[1]​ With the exception of Sand’s possible influence on Flaubert’s Un Cœur simple, few critics have compared these authors’ works, and certainly their literary responses to science.​[2]​ By focusing on Sand’s later texts rather than her canonical novels, this article uncovers new parallels between Sand and Flaubert by examining their shared enthusiasm for geology. It argues that both authors were inspired by Georges Cuvier’s influential model for the earth’s past, but whereas Flaubert develops a fractured conception of history, Sand reconfigures the so-called catastrophist theory into a progressive understanding of time. Ultimately, however, these oppositions are transcended through Sand and Flaubert’s reflections on humanity’s place within the wider universe. 
Cuvier’s ‘Discours sur les révolutions de la surface du globe, et sur les changements qu’elles ont produits dans le règne animal’ was first published in 1812 as a preface to his Ossemens fossiles. It was republished as a separate volume in 1825, before Sand and Flaubert had begun their careers. But the Discours was highly influential and remained so up until the last decades of the century.​[3]​ Flaubert owned two copies and Sand also had access to the volume.​[4]​ Cuvier’s younger successors such as Élie de Beaumont and Alcide d’Orbigny also built on and developed Cuvier’s geohistorical theories, and Sand and Flaubert read their publications.​[5]​ Cuvier’s originality lay in bringing the temporal dimension of geology into the foreground. He believed that the geological processes of the present were inadequate to explain the traces of the past, and thus a series of sudden, violent catastrophes must have occurred to give rise to these formations. Although the Discours specifies that most of the earth’s history has been tranquil, the emphasis is on the catastrophes or ‘cataclysmes’, and Cuvier’s language accentuates their violent and terrible nature: he refers, for instance, to ‘ces grands et terribles événements’, ‘les renversements, […] les déchirements, […] les fissures’, ‘des changements violents’.​[6]​  The earth’s history is presented as a disrupted, discontinuous process.  
Cuvier was widely read by the educated public as well as by savants. Balzac famously sings his praises in La Peau de chagrin (1831)​[7]​ and admires Cuvier for his reconstructions of extinct animals, a process he compares with his own descriptive methodology.​[8]​ Zola also refers to Cuvier’s method, focusing again on Cuvier as a zoologist.​[9]​ Stendhal was well acquainted with Cuvier, but his criticism of the savant’s personality and political opportunism obscures his appreciation of Cuvier’s work.​[10]​ The particular significance of Sand and Flaubert’s readings is that they engage with Cuvier’s theory of geohistory, specifically the model of catastrophes in the earth’s past. 
Cuvier’s theory was deeply influential at a time when the structures and patterns of time were central to French thought.​[11]​ Following the Revolution and the subsequent upheavals of French politics, thinkers such as Saint-Simon, Pierre Leroux, and Charles Fourier were engaged in profound reflection on history and progress, and these questions were a key preoccupation for literary authors including Balzac, Hugo, and Zola.​[12]​ Research into the earth’s own history fed into the enhanced awareness of temporality, as geology and palaeontology revealed the vast swathes of time before the appearance of humankind. Hugo, for example, highlights our positioning within a wider timeframe, but views human progress in terms of conquest, particularly of nature.​[13]​ 
With regards to Flaubert, critics have for the most part highlighted stasis or repetition in his work.​[14]​ Anne Green, for instance, notes that ‘the view of history as a series of repetitions, inevitable because human nature never changes, was to become an essential and lasting element in Flaubert’s view of the historical process’.​[15]​ Many have drawn attention to the circularity of Flaubert’s novels in terms of their structure and plotting, such as Peter Brooks who comments on the ‘hyper-retrospectivity’ of L’Éducation sentimentale (1869).​[16]​ Flaubert certainly diverged from many nineteenth-century historians in his refusal to approach time in teleological terms. But the circularity of his writing can also be read in terms of movement and vitality.​[17]​ Flaubert states that ‘l’humanité elle-même est toujours en marche et […] elle ne conclut pas’, and referring to ‘la vie, […] l’histoire […], et tout’, he adds: ‘D’une roue qui tourne, comment pouvez-vous compter les rayons?’​[18]​ This image of the wheel indicates movement, albeit not in any particular direction. Flaubert also uses the term ‘évolution’ in this letter, but, writing before the publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859), he uses the term in the general sense of change or movement, to which he opposes rigidity and constriction: ‘c’est parce que je crois à l’évolution perpétuelle de l’humanité et à ses formes incessantes, que je hais tous les cadres où on veut la fourrer de vive force’ (Corr., II, p. 718). Flaubert rejects the idea of a fixed endpoint and the inevitability of progress, but thinks about time in a dynamic sense. 
Cuvier’s possible influence on Flaubert has been suggested by Ruth Morris with regards to Madame Bovary (1857) which she reads as ‘a landscape of boredom [...] punctuated by vast and significant events’, similar to Cuvier’s vision of the earth’s history punctured by catastrophes.​[19]​ But Morris’ references to Flaubert’s readings of Cuvier all relate to the 1860s and 1870s, and it is in Flaubert’s later works that earth and human history are most closely interconnected. The processes of time and the problematic status of history provide the central focus of L’Éducation sentimentale, which refuses to offer a coherent, cohesive overview of its main subject matter, the 1848 revolution. The text is peppered with references to ‘révolutions’, ‘catastrophes’, ‘crises’ and ‘bouleversements’,​[20]​ and although Cuvier is not directly mentioned, the vocabulary reflects the terminology used by Cuvier and his followers to describe the earth’s own crises.​[21]​ 
Early geological events are also alluded to in the scene in the Fontainebleau forest, as a pile of broken rocks ‘fait [...] rêver à des volcans, à des déluges, aux grands cataclysmes ignorés’ (p. 436). It is within this prehistoric context that Rosanette relates her life story: ‘Elle avait été “demoiselle dans un magasin”, avait fait un voyage en Angleterre, commencé des études pour être actrice; tout cela sans transitions, et il ne pouvait reconstruire un ensemble’ (p. 438). Fréderic’s inability to construct a whole out of these fragments, enacted in the sentence’s own lack of conjunctions, contrasts with Cuvier’s ability to reconstruct prehistoric creatures. But if we focus on Cuvier’s geohistory, the fact that Rosanette’s story is told as a series of events ‘sans transitions’ echoes Cuvier’s theory of the earth’s past: ‘la dernière de ces catastrophes a été subite, instantanée, sans aucune gradation’ (p. viii, added emphasis). Rather than stasis or repetition, Flaubert follows a model closer to Cuvier’s catastrophic theory of erratic, sudden movement. 
The relations between human history and geohistory run through Cuvier’s Discours, which ‘presented a forceful and eloquent case for [...] hitching the short span of recorded human history on to the tail end of an inconceivably longer span of prehuman geohistory’.​[22]​ Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale develops such connections between the personal and the geological. Although Cuvier’s use of the term ‘révolution’ was not necessarily a political comment, Flaubert draws out the latent connection.​[23]​ Amidst the panic caused by the revolution, the narrator states: ‘De tous les Français, celui qui tremblait le plus fort était M. Dambreuse. […]. Un système si bon, un roi si sage! était-ce possible! La terre allait crouler!’ (p. 401, emphasis added). Dambreuse’s trembling response prefigures the image of the earth’s own tremors. As a result of the revolution, ‘la raison publique était troublée comme après les grands bouleversements de la nature’ (p. 449), in an image that Flaubert uses again in a letter describing the Prussian war: ‘La guerre de Prusse m’a fait l’effet d’un grand bouleversement de la nature, d’un de ces cataclysmes comme il en arrive tous les six mille ans’ (GS–GF, p. 329). The image parallels Cuvier’s catastrophic model in which the earth undergoes great disruption every few thousand years. The geological model of cataclysms is exploited in L’Éducation sentimentale to represent history as a form of movement punctuated by extreme events.   
The overall consensus amongst critics, however, is that Cuvier is ridiculed by Flaubert. This is due to the associations made in Bouvard et Pécuchet (1880) between Cuvier’s position and outmoded theories of earth history, especially tied with the Biblical Deluge.​[24]​ But commentators have failed to distinguish between Cuvier’s theories and Bouvard and Pécuchet’s skewed interpretation of them as ‘une science indiscutable’.​[25]​ Yukiko Arahara, for example, insists on the strong connections between Cuvier and ‘des dogmes chrétiens’ despite the fact that Cuvier remained neutral on the question of God’s intervention in the earth’s creation.​[26]​ Kate Rees argues instead that the copyists’ failed geological expedition leads them to reject Cuvier and ‘the linear pattern of […] evolutionary narrative that they have gleaned from his writings’.​[27]​ Cuvier, however, refused the possibility of transmutation between species. Rather, what disappoints Bouvard and Pécuchet is their realization that Cuvier’s Discours has been challenged by later savants. Gisèle Séginger goes so far as to suggest that the novel privileges evolutionary theory at the expense of ‘un Cuvier dépassé’.​[28]​ Cuvier’s fixist approach to species was certainly under question at this point, but his geohistory is still highly relevant to Bouvard et Pécuchet.  
Explaining that the earth has changed due to forces no longer in action, Cuvier states in the Discours that ‘le fil des opérations est rompu; la marche de la nature est changée; et aucun des agents qu’elle emploie aujourd’hui ne lui aurait suffi pour produire ses anciens ouvrages’ (p. xiii, emphasis added). This sense of disjointedness is emphasized when Bouvard and Pécuchet discuss theories of earth history:  
Bouvard penchait vers le neptunisme. Pécuchet au contraire était plutonien. Le feu central avait brisé la croûte du globe, soulevé les terrains, fait des crevasses. C’est comme une mer intérieure ayant son flux et reflux, ses tempêtes. Une mince pellicule nous en sépare. (pp. 141–42)
The statements are separated through end-stopped lines, and it is not immediately clear that the third sentence describes the Plutonist theory of the second. The sudden jump to the present tense also intensifies the lack of cohesion. Such an end-stopped style is not unique to this passage, as gaps, breaks and disruptions frequently recur in the sentence structures of this novel especially in comparison with Flaubert’s earlier writing. Genetic studies have shown that Flaubert deliberately edited his text to achieve this disrupted effect.​[29]​   
Given the ‘rythme des blancs’​[30]​ Flaubert cultivates in Bouvard et Pécuchet, it is significant that, whilst writing this novel, he was rereading Cuvier’s Discours, and he refers to Cuvier’s cataclysmic model in relation to the two copyists: ‘Ici le dialogue commence et ils arrivent à parler de la fin probable du monde due à un cataclysme (système de Cuvier, dont ils sont imbus)’ (Corr., V, p. 318). The connections between the syntactical fractures of Bouvard et Pécuchet and Cuvier’s catastrophist theory is further revealed in the characters’ own vision of the early earth, worth quoting at length as it is explicitly inspired by their reading of Cuvier:
D’abord une immense nappe d’eau, d’où émergeaient des promontoires, tachetés par des lichens; et pas un être vivant, pas un cri. C’était un monde silencieux, immobile et nu. — Puis de longues plantes se balançaient dans un brouillard qui ressemblait à la vapeur d’une étuve. Un soleil tout rouge surchauffait l’atmosphère humide.  Alors des volcans éclatèrent, les roches ignées jaillissaient des montagnes; et la pâte des porphyres et des basaltes qui coulait, se figea. — Troisième tableau: dans des mers peu profondes, des îles de madrépores ont surgi; un bouquet de palmiers, de place en place, les domine. Il y a des coquillages pareils à des roues de chariot, des tortues qui ont trois mètres, des lézards de soixante pieds. Des amphibies allongent entre les roseaux leur col d’autruche à mâchoire de crocodile. Des serpents ailés s’envolent. — Enfin, sur les grands continents, de grands mammifères parurent […]. Toutes ces époques avaient été séparées les unes des autres par des cataclysmes, dont le dernier est notre déluge. C’était comme une féerie en plusieurs actes, ayant l’homme pour apothéose. (pp. 133–34) 
Despite the temporal connections ‘d’abord’, ‘puis’, and ‘alors’, the dashes separating the scenes highlight the breaks between epochs rather than any links. The conjunction ‘et’ is twice used after a semi-colon which diminishes the sense of connection between the clauses. Further, the verbs suddenly switch between tenses: at one point we connect what we see to events from the immediate past, but in the next moment this past is relegated to a distant time through the ‘passé simple’ and the pluperfect. 
	The sense of fragmentation is further enhanced through the comparison with ‘une féerie’, a genre with which Flaubert was familiar.​[31]​ This popular dramatic form emphasized spectacle and visual splendour at the expense of plot development and connections between events.​[32]​ Théophile Gautier, for instance, refers to Adolphe Dennery’s Les Sept châteaux du diable (1844) as ‘une féerie […] où l’on marche de surprises en surprises, de prodiges en prodiges; où l’on voit des palais, des montagnes, des forêts jaillir subitement du sol, et des villes entières s’y engloutir avec leurs habitants’.​[33]​ This pattern of sudden surging forth followed by total destruction matches the images in Flaubert’s passage (‘jaillissaient’, ‘des cataclysmes’). Moreover, the comparison with a ‘féerie’ posits the earth’s past as a series of vivid, dramatic scenes lacking in clear connections. Cuvier’s theory of sudden, violent upheaval thus resonates with Flaubert’s understanding of time as a dynamic but fractured process. 
	Such concepts of fracture may not come to mind when thinking of George Sand. In the debate of 1830 between Cuvier and Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, it was the latter who inspired Sand, to whom she writes in 1838: ‘il y a quelque chose de plus grand, de plus hardi, de plus sincère et (permettez-moi de parler la langue de ma profession) de plus poétique dans vos larges vues sur ce que nous appelons la création’.​[34]​ She admires Geoffroy for his style and wide-ranging cosmological stance ‘[qui] jette à bas la genèse de Cuvier’.​[35]​ Given Sand’s socialist views, it is unsurprising that she would be drawn to Geoffroy, who was widely regarded as the progressive figure in the debate.​[36]​ In a draft chapter for Lélia (1839), Sand strongly expresses her support for Cuvier’s ‘compétiteur’, and perhaps due to such comments, no study has considered the connections between Sand and Cuvier.​[37]​
Sand’s observations, however, reflect on the 1830 debate, a disagreement on zoological organization rather than geohistory. It was the field of geology which sparked Sand’s main curiosity in the 1850s and 60s, and her wide-ranging reading provided significant inspiration for her reflections on time and progress.​[38]​ Sand felt disillusioned after the failures of 1848 and no longer placed faith in politics as she did in her early career. But Bernard Hamon observes that Sand continued to belive in ‘[le] progrès de l’humanité, à qui l’on pardonnerait des erreurs “qui n’empêchent point les pas en avant du lendemain”’.​[39]​ Michelle Perrot also notes in Sand’s last period ‘un infléchissement dans le sens d’une conscience du temps nécessaire: la marche du progrès est lente, mais “un jour viendra”’.​[40]​ Neither comments on the reasons behind Sand’s optimism, but I would argue that her new awareness of time is linked with her readings in earth history, particularly Cuvier. 
Although the Discours is not listed in Sand’s library catalogue, a letter to her son’s tutor in 1835 refers to ‘le petit extrait de Cuvier que vous m’avez acheté’ (Corr., II, p. 820), and she refers in 1837 to ‘l’incommensurable durée de ce monde’ and the fact that ‘nous n’avons de données à peu près certaines que sur trois mille ans tout au plus’ (Corr., IV, p. 10). As Georges Lubin notes, this is an idea ‘puisée peut-être dans le Discours sur les révolutions du globe, de Cuvier’.​[41]​ Sand is certainly thinking about geohistorical issues most famously raised at this point by Cuvier, especially the vastness of prehuman time. Moreover, Sand names Cuvier in a letter of 1852, referring to ‘un hyatus dans la logique divine, comme disait Cuvier, je crois’ (Corr., XI, p. 263, emphasis original). 
There are parallels in Sand’s novels between her understanding of the earth’s past and the theory developed in the Discours, the so-called ‘catastrophist’ model.​[42]​ Sand’s cosmogonies, Le Poème de Myrza (1835) and Évenor et Leucippe (1856), both foreground geological convulsion, and Sand will use such notions of earthly upheaval to analyze society.​[43]​ She writes, for instance, of ‘la société présente’ in 1855: ‘Il s’est fait un grand ébranlement dans les mœurs et dans les idées. Est-ce que vous n’avez pas senti la terre trembler sous nos pieds et le ciel vaciller sur nos têtes […]?’ Political turmoil is compared with the earth’s own revolutions, foreshadowing Flaubert. But Sand considers such disorder to lead to progress: ‘le progrès quand même est toujours plus rapide au milieu du trouble qu’au sein du repos’ (Corr., XIII, p. 376). Le Diable aux champs (1857) further discusses human development using such cataclysmic language:
Ainsi, de catastrophe en catastrophe, l’humanité […] poussée à graviter vers la vérité, cherche […] à gagner les plateaux d’une nouvelle terre promise. Des épisodes sublimes, des épisodes atroces sillonnent ce tableau fantastique de l’histoire universelle. [...] C’est une image de la marche de l’humanité vers le progrès, et des désastres qui l’entravent sans cesse, sans l’arrêter jamais.​[44]​ 
The terms ‘épisodes atroces’, ‘désastres’ and ‘catastrophes’ parallel Cuvier’s Discours, as Sand creates her own ‘tableau fantastique’ prefiguring Bouvard and Pécuchet’s hallucinatory ‘tableaux’. Sand, however, takes up the theory of cataclysms to formulate a progressive vision of social history. 
	The largely forgotten Jean de la Roche (1860) provides a particularly illuminating example of Sand’s engagement with geology to reflect on time. Set in the same period as Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale, the novel reveals a strong imbrication of human and earth history. The hero is literally ‘élevé dans un rocher’,​[45]​ as his home is carved into a wall of basalt, a mineral that was central to debates on the earth’s formation.​[46]​ The crumbling château is a symbol of the nobility’s faded glory: ‘le carreau, de très-petites briques fendillées, s’en allait en poussière’ (p. 30), and Jean is said to be living amongst ‘ces débris, dans cette poudre du passé’ (p. 31). The building’s position is highly precarious, and each year the family expects ‘un grand écroulement’ (p. 28), mirroring the nobility’s uncertain position in the early 1840s. Jean’s past is intertwined with, even buried into that of the earth: ‘tout ce monde de mon passé [...] avait tenu dans le creux d’une petite roche, enfouie et perdue le long d’un ravin caché lui-même sous la verdure’ (p. 93). This image of deep internment reverberates throughout the first part of the novel. The château itself, for example, is a ‘cercueil’ (p. 33), and Jean feels trapped by ‘l’oppression de ce ciel étroit qui écrase les cimes enfermées par des rebords, et qui semble mesuré à l’espace d’une tombe’ (p. 79, emphasis added). The geological is the locus of restriction, death and decay.  
These negative associations are given a gendered dimension through the representation of Love Butler as stone. Jean condemns her ‘cœur de pierre inacessible’ (p. 111) and repeatedly thinks of her as a statue (pp. 119, 120). The petrification of this character is triggered by her own interest in geology, an interest which Jean finds disturbing: ‘une chose m’étonne, c’est qu’une  demoiselle comme vous s’en occupe tant et sache plutôt ce qu’il y a dans le cœur d’un rocher que ce qu’il peut y avoir dans celui d’un homme’ (p. 157, emphasis added). Jean feels displaced by Love’s scientific studies. The prospect of an educated woman threatens his own sense of self, as indicated here through the suspension points and exclamation: ‘J’en eus bien peur: une femme savante!...’ (p. 50). Thinking about Love’s spirit, he states that ‘je me mourais d’amour en cherchant à le fixer et à le saisir’ (p. 88, emphasis added). Jean tries to counter his own uncertainty by turning Love into a fixed, contained object. If the process of ‘marmorization’ in Sand’s Lélia (1833) is a symbol of the limitations placed on female subjectivity, geology is similarly associated with constraint in Jean de la Roche.​[47]​
But Sand’s handling of the geological evolves in this novel. Jean begins to realize that Love’s studies have not made her cold or ‘desséché[e]’ (p. 152). His appreciation of Love and of geology comes about after two descriptions foregrounding earthly upheaval. The first, an explanation of ‘une scorie’ (p. 115), or ‘ce que les géologues appellent des dykes’ (p. 115), highlights contraction:
Ce sont de véritables monuments de la puissance des matières volcaniques vomies à l’état liquide à l’époque des grandes déjections de la croûte terrestre. [...]. On ne sait pas ce qu’il faudrait de siècles encore pour mettre à découvert les racines incommensurables de ces étranges édifices, déjà si imposants et encore si intacts, des convulsions de l’ancien monde. (p. 115, emphasis added)
It is underlined that these ‘scories’ came into being through moments of extreme convulsion, and that they are now admired for their age and strength. The ‘scorie’ in question is thought to be precarious, echoing the descriptions of the château de la Roche: ‘elle semble prête à tomber en poussière’ (p. 115). But the fragility is deceptive — ‘elle est pourtant là depuis  des siècles’ (p. 115) — and its strength offers hope of stability after uncertainty. The second description is of another ‘dyke’, on which the ruined château de Murol stands. The site presents a fusion of human and natural edifices, a combination of rocks, lava and ‘[des] scories légères et solides’: ‘[ces belles ruines] ne font qu’un avec ces redoutables supports’ (p. 119). Unlike the earlier associations in the novel between geology, decay, and constraint, these descriptions foreground movement and change: the entire Murol estate is ‘brisé, disloqué’ (p. 119). 
The move towards an appreciation of geology as dynamic process has important implications for the novel’s representation of society and politics. On the surface, it pays little attention to the political context and follows Jean’s sentimental development: Claude Tricotel asserts that ‘l’histoire de Jean de la Roche [...] reste très peu liée à l’époque’.​[48]​ But the story takes on wider significance than Jean’s trajectory alone. Sand states in the preface that the author has a duty to ‘tracer la peinture du cœur humain’ (pp. 23–24, emphasis added), tying in with Jean’s closing remarks on his narrative as ‘l’étude de mon propre cœur et l’aveu des misères du cœur humain en général’ (p. 180, emphasis added). This metonym is repeatedly associated with mineralogy, not only through Jean’s comments on Love Butler but also during their discussions whilst cutting stones: ‘il y a des cœurs tout en diamant où le soleil se joue quand on l’y fait entrer, et il y en a d’autres tout en poussière grise où il fait toujours nuit’ (p. 159). It is through the link between heart and stone that Sand moves away from the trope of petrification and develops a constructive connection between Jean’s psyche and that of the nation.  
 Discussing mineralogical specimens with Jean, Love comments: ‘De même que cette petite pierre renferme tous les éléments dont se compose la grande roche dont elle est sortie, de même le cœur d’un homme ou d’une femme est un échantillon de tout le genre humain’ (p. 158). The human heart is discussed using the terms of mineralogy, but whereas Love’s ‘cœur de pierre’ (p. 111) was a reflection of Jean’s misguided perceptions, the association now generates progressive social theory. Love’s assertion that ‘nous sommes tous sortis de la même pâte comme les pierres au sein de la terre’ (p. 158) consolidates the sense of unity through the repetition of ‘tous’, and develops into an analysis of the political climate of 1848. Jean, disguised as a peasant, wonders whether Love’s words are a form of sermon, offered, ‘en temps de république socialiste, à un prolétaire raisonneur’ (p. 158). The principles of unity drawn from mineralogy suggest the possibility of social cohesion.   
The novel initially thwarts such hope of progression and twice returns to the beginning (pp. 101, p. 120), in a sense of cyclicity that can be compared with L’Éducation sentimentale. Jean de la Roche also features a particular temporal gap that prefigures Flaubert’s novel. Jean decides to travel the world in a bid to forget Love Butler — ‘Je voyageai pendant cinq ans’ (p. 91) — foreshadowing the twelve-year gap in L’Éducation sentimentale when Frédérice travels to forget Madame Arnoux: ‘Il voyagea’ (p. 542). Whereas in Flaubert’s text, the lacuna is representative of an understanding of time as a fragmented process, in Sand’s novel, there are indications of progression. Jean observes that ‘à cette époque on vit pendant un moment […] une apparence d’entente cordiale extraordinaire entre le peuple, la bourgeoisie et même la noblesse’ (p. 158). He visualizes the period as the beginning of ‘une ère nouvelle dans les relations’ and the emergence of ‘un peuple nouveau’ (p. 158). Cuvier’s understanding of the earth’s history as ‘une suite d’époques’ (p. xii) is relevant here since the Discours posits that, after each catastrophe, a new era begins, leading to the arrival of new species.​[49]​
The novel closes with reflections on the importance of social diversity within unity, clearly developing Love and Jean’s discussions on the ‘fonds commun’ (p. 158) of all stones ‘dont on a fait trop de divisions’: ‘On a fait un peu de même pour expliquer le cœur humain’ (p. 158, emphasis added). The intertwining of human and earth history leads to Jean’s final ‘leçon’ (p. 159), as he learns to respect Love’s intellect and to accept her independence. He only succeeds in reaching such maturity through patient acceptance of ‘l’épreuve du temps’ (p. 168), in the same way as human progress is to be achieved only by accepting the upheavals of time. Both on a personal and political level, Sand rethinks the initial associations between geology and constraint, and is inspired by the mineral diversity of the earth and the necessity of turbulence and upheaval in its development. 
Geology also provides a conceptual framework for thinking about time in Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale, but in order to reveal our incomplete knowledge of the past. Flaubert’s letters from the 1860s onwards show an increasing loss of belief in an objective view of history, for example: ‘l’histoire n’est que la réflexion du présent sur le passé, et voilà pourquoi elle est toujours à refaire’ (Corr., III, pp. 414–15). Séginger argues that, ‘en dépit de son admiration pour la science, dans les années 1860–80 Flaubert nuance [...] de plus en plus ses déclarations positivistes’.​[50]​ But Flaubert’s reservations on our knowledge of history are not so far from geology’s own deductions, which raise questions on humanity’s pre-eminence. Cuvier’s writing, for example, alludes to gaps in human knowledge: ‘nous sommes dans l’ignorance la plus absolue sur les causes qui ont pu faire varier les substances dont les couches se composent; nous ne connaissons pas même les agents qui ont pu tenir certaines d’entre elles en dissolution’ (p. xxvii). Passages such as these demonstrate the incomplete nature of geological knowledge.​[51]​
In Flaubert’s writing, this dimension of geology is a key means of exploring our inadequacy and ignorance as a species. In L’Éducation sentimentale, Frédéric and Rosanette retreat to the Fontainebleau forest whilst the revolution sets off in Paris, but as Anne Green notes, the forest itself reminds the reader of ‘the clash of forces’, as the oak trees are compared with ‘un groupe de Titans immobilisés dans leur colère’ (p. 435).​[52]​  The image suggests that the Titans are eternally in battle, like the Revolution which will never truly end. I would argue that there are also allusions in this section to precise geological debates. The tree trunks, for instance, are described in terms reminiscent of Cuvier: ‘Il y avait des chênes rugueux, énormes, qui se convulsaient, s’étirait du sol, s’étreignaient les uns les autres’ (p. 435). The self-inflicted violence of this process, heightened through the rapid listing of pronominal verbs, is comparable with the upheavals in the Discours, which refers to the earth’s own ‘guerres intestines’ and states that ‘la surface du globe [a] été bouleversée par des révolutions successives et des catastrophes diverses’ (p. iv). The geohistorical reflections are developed in Flaubert’s text through the description of nearby rocks, which converge ‘telles que les ruines méconnaissables et monstrueuses de quelque cité disparue’ (p. 436). As in the châteaux in Jean de la Roche, human and earth history intertwine, as the rocks not only resemble the ruins of a human edifice, but are also the vestiges of a much older, prehuman world: ‘Mais la furie même de leur chaos fait plutôt rêver à des volcans, à des déluges, aux grands cataclysmes ignorés’ (p. 436). This last sentence brings in key terms from late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century geology, with reference to great natural upheavals, deluges, and Plutonist theory, all hotspots within geological debate. Reflections on the possibility of a great deluge, for example, raised questions on the relationship between the present and recent geohistory.​[53]​ Flaubert merges these theories: the rocks do not make us think either of one or the other, but of all the different phenomena. The sentence also ends by alluding to our ignorance: the cataclysms, after all, are ‘ignorés’. 
Further, when Frédéric states that ‘[les roches] étaient là depuis le commencement du monde et resteraient ainsi jusqu’à la fin’ (p. 436), he raises the issue of whether the earth’s beginning can indeed be located, a question that had generated considerable debate amongst geologists.​[54]​ Rosanette’s response — turning away and stating that ‘ça la rendrait folle’ (p. 436) — highlights the inadequacy of the human mind in understanding such questions. Through his handling of geology in this scene, Flaubert highlights our lack of knowledge and control over the past.
Our insignificance as a species is further revealed when the couple climb up a sand-hill that is ‘vierge de pas’, and are as if transported to a prehuman world:
Çà et là, telles que des promontoires sur le lit desséché d’un océan, se levaient des roches ayant de vagues formes d’animaux, tortues avançant la tête, phoques qui rampent, hippopotames et ours. Personne. Aucun bruit. Les sables, frappés par le soleil, éblouissaient; — et tout à coup, dans cette vibration de la lumière, les bêtes parurent remuer. (p. 436, added emphasis)
The comparison with a dried ocean bed echoes Cuvier’s reference to ‘le sol que la mer a laissé libre’ and his theory that the earth has been flooded several times, leaving the earth ‘desséché’ (p. viii). The space is untouched by humans (‘vierge’, ‘personne’ ‘aucun bruit’), foreshadowing the silent antediluvian landscape in Bouvard et Pécuchet.​[55]​ The area is peopled instead by indistinct creatures, rendered yet less distinct by the fluctuating light. The vision of these strange figures coming to life prefigures the procession of ‘monstres’in La Tentation de Saint Antoine (1874): ‘Et toutes sortes de bêtes effroyables surgissent’.​[56]​ In the same way as the creatures provoke fear in Antoine, the characters in L’Éducation sentimentale are ‘ébloui[s]’, and they hurry away, ‘fuyant le vertige’ (p. 436). Rather than taking control, Flaubert’s human onlookers are frightened by a confusing, destabilising and seemingly threatening environment.
Flaubert’s scenes of geological upheaval and prehistoric landscapes thus stress our inability to reach an authoritative understanding of the earth and its past, and suggest that there are no lessons to be drawn from history. Whereas Sand’s geological reflections on 1848 posit the possibility of political progress, Flaubert’s explorations of the past reflect his rejection of any political system.​[57]​ Sand’s article on L’Éducation sentimentale seems to confirm such divergences between herself and Flaubert: whereas Flaubert’s reader is left to decide ‘si notre époque est effectivement médiocre, ridicule, et condamnée à l’éternel avortement de ses aspirations,’ Sand herself decides against such a position.​[58]​
However, Sand’s article also offers glimpses of a convergence between their positions. Raising the question of realism, Sand states that she has never understood where reality begins, in comparison with truth:
Nous donnerions volontiers au réalisme le simple nom de science des détails. Le vrai, dont il ne peut se passer, et dont il ne se passe pas quand il est manié avec talent, c’est la science de l’ensemble, c’est la synthèse de la vie, c’est le sentiment qui ressort de la recherche des faits. Nous ne savons donc pas du tout si Balzac était réaliste et si Flaubert est réaliste.​[59]​
Going beyond the perceived differences between herself and her colleagues, Sand focuses on ‘le vrai’, a category founded on the real — ‘le vrai n’est vrai qu’à condition de s’appuyer sur la réalité’ — but which goes beyond reality.​[60]​ The world of facts and details provides the basis for truth, a wider synthesis or union. 
This ‘synthèse’ bears an important relation to Sand and Flaubert’s reflections on geology. In both their writings, geology provides a basis for reaching beyond the materiality of the present and towards a union with the infinite. Flaubert, for example, notes of ‘les sciences naturelles’: ‘quelle largeur de faits et quelle immensité pour la pensée! Il faut traiter les hommes comme des mastodontes et des crocodiles’ (Corr., II, p.  295, emphasis added). Flaubert’s allusion to Cuvier’s work and its implications for ‘la pensée’ can be compared with Sand’s comment on geological specimens: ‘le petit détail vous ouvre à chaque instant le rêve de l’immensité’ (Corr., XV, p. 755, emphasis added). For both authors, studying the physical details of the mineral world leads outwards onto the abstract. In their accession to this infinite realm, Sand and Flaubert come close to the synthesis referred to by Sand as ‘le vrai’.
 In Jean de la Roche, for example, the discussion of the ‘fonds commun’ of all stones leads to reflections on our place within the universe: ‘tout ne fait qu’un’, states Love, ‘c’est par l’étude des pierres, des plantes et de tout ce qui est dans la nature, que je me suis fait cette tranquillité-là’ (p. 158, emphasis added). Human, mineral and vegetal realms are all intertwined. A comparable union is foregrounded in Bouvard et Pécuchet following the copyists’ geological studies:
Des angéliques, des menthes, des lavandes exhalaient des senteurs chaudes, épicées; l’atmosphère était lourde; et Pécuchet, dans une sorte d’abrutissement, rêvait aux existences innombrables éparses autour de lui, aux insectes qui bourdonnaient, aux sources cachées sous le gazon, à la sève des plantes, aux oiseaux dans leurs nids, au vent, aux nouages, à toute la Nature, sans chercher à découvrir ses mystères, séduit par sa force, perdu dans sa grandeur. (p. 150, emphasis added)
Whereas immediately before this scene, Pécuchet expresses his frustration at the contradictions of geology, he goes beyond the epistemological impasse here and enters into a dream state. In L’Éducation sentimentale also, contemplating the rocks in Fontainebleau leads to dreaming: ‘la furie même de leur chaos fait [...] rêver’ (p. 436, emphasis added). Inciting such a dreamlike response is one of Flaubert’s main ambitions as a writer: ‘le plus haut dans l’Art (et le plus difficile) [...] [c’est] d’agir à la façon de la nature, c’est-à-dire de faire rêver’ (Corr., II, p. 417, emphasis original). This act of dreaming is associated by Flaubert with a state of serenity leading to the infinite: he comments of Jules Michelet’s work, for example: ‘tout ce que cela suggère d’idées nouvelles, d’aperçus, de rêveries, est infini!’ (Corr., III, p. 414). In the Pécuchet passage, the listing of natural phenomena enacts the sense of endless proliferation in this scene as the character is subsumed into his wider environment, beyond quantification (‘innombrable’). Pécuchet almost disappears as the objects of the central verb — ‘rêver à’ — take over, and as the sentence expands grammatically, it concomitantly moves outwards and upwards, from the smallest insect to Nature as a whole. The attempt to know the world is momentarily suspended in this scene (‘sans chercher à découvrir [l]es mystères [de la nature]’), and lack of knowledge leads to a pantheistic experience.​[61]​ 
The focus on nature’s ‘mysteries’ plays a similarly central role in Sand’s response to geology: ‘les pierres [...] sont les pages d’une histoire très belle, mais bien mystérieuse encore’ (Corr., XV, p. 763, emphasis added). This ‘histoire mystérieuse’ leads Sand to the dreamworld, such as in an experience described in her Impressions et Souvenirs (1873). Here, Sand recounts a dream inspired by her research in the natural sciences. Following sequences featuring a forest of ‘homuncules végétaux’ and ‘[une] croûte terrestre [qui] n’a jamais pu se former’, Sand prepares to witness the end of the world.​[62]​  The terms describing the event — ‘de graves événements’ (p. 194), ‘ce cataclysme’, and ‘la catastrophe’ (p. 196) — remind us of Cuvier’s Discours¸ and Sand’s dream of a final cataclysm can be compared with Bouvard and Pécuchet’s visions of ‘[la] fin du monde’ (p. 142) after reading Cuvier. The abrupt switches between Sand’s dream scenes also mirror the jumps between the ‘tableaux’ in the copyists’ vision. 
Moreover, Sand refers to the natural catastrophe as a ‘spectacle’ (p. 194), prefiguring Bouvard and Pécuchet’s ‘féerie’. Sand develops the theatrical angle by noting that the human brain is not a camera that transmits exact images, but ‘un théâtre où les faits de la vie se présentent sous la forme de fictions’ (p. 196, emphasis added). She makes a similar comment in her article on Flaubert: ‘Ce n’est pas une froide photographie que vous avez sous les yeux, c’est une représentation animée, changeante’.​[63]​ Rather than the supposedly ‘cold’, static model of photography, both Sand and Flaubert use the theatrical genre to think through the processes of the earth. 
The resulting dynamic, dreamlike images enable the transcendence of reality and a momentary union with the infinite. It is when Pécuchet ‘se livrait à ses réflexions’, for instance, that he reaches the communion with Nature, and it is in a similar state of ‘contemplation’ that, Sand affirms, the soul can establish a connection with eternal, universal life, ‘l’esprit divin qui anime l’univers’ beyond ‘[le] domaine de la réalité’ (p. 197). Although an explicitly spiritual dimension might not be offered by Flaubert, like Sand, there is an intersection in his writing between the physicality of geology and the realm of the abstract. He states, for instance, that ‘chaque chose est un infini! le plus petit caillou arrête la pensée tout comme l’idée de Dieu’ (Corr., II, p. 87). In both writers, the engagement with the mineral world through contemplation and dream states beyond conscious, rational thought is a means of reaching towards the union with the infinite, or ‘la synthèse de la vie’.
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